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*Question: I want to ask about that vision of Jesus’ ipad and network of helpers He was calling. Did that have 

anything to do with the keys? Anything to say about it? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Baby love, I love to show you sweet little images that draw your heart closer to Mine. I can 

give you images that help to paint a certain picture and help to get you going in a certain frame of thought. 

Darling, it’s really so simple, to call on My help; as simple as placing a phone call, or looking up some info on 

the net, say for a company’s phone number to call. I really, really truly and heartily wish to answer your faith-

breathed prayers. Not everything you pray and reach out for gets answered in the way you wish and in a way 

that causes you the most delight, but I so like it when you hit target as close as you can, and ask for something 

that I’m only too eager to dish out, and have been waiting for you to “phone” so I could send it. 

Now, let’s take each part of that joyful vision and let Me expound on it. 

I was showing you angels you can call on, and showing how I have detailed tabs on each one, and all the info 

about each of My being’s lives and service. And yes, you dearer, are also on the “waiting list” waiting to be 

admitted to the database for those in the next realm. Details of your life here is being kept track of, and that 

will go on the files.  

Just think, one of these days you’ll be “on file” and anyone in the universe that needs the likes of you to help 

them out in some way, can look you up and request you from Me and those who monitor and oversee 

Kingdom personnel.  

So rejoice that one day your name will be “written in Heaven” in the special database as having passed the 

tests of faith and courage, and has the green light to be used, to varying degrees.—According to what level of 

clearance you get.  

Some people might want to call for someone like you to help, but they don’t get full access to you coming, yet, 

as you still are learning this and that. But maybe they check back in later on, and see that you have passed to 

another spiritual grade level and they are thrilled.  

Most people in the spiritual realm are only too eager to be used in some capacity, and so they do long to be 

eligible. But it takes a lot of willingness to do only My highest will, and then they get to move up in status, so to 

speak, as higher levels do require greater dedication to My cause, and putting aside the things that might 

matter to you.  

Joys come as a result of sacrifice, and giving up of yourself.  

 

(Spirit helper speaking: )  We here are always trying to give the Lord a bit more each day, and this makes us 

more and more dependable. He sees that we love Him more than personal desires, and He is very grateful for 

it.  

 

(Jesus speaking: ) When the angel came and surrounded you with his presence, this really is what happens. 

The workers are an extension of Me and My power, and I can cause them to be with you and for you in any 

way that is needed. 

We are going to get through this war, together, and I’ll use anything and anyone in any way I can to bring you 

through victoriously.  

 

 


